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Microbes in the same community but with distinct niches can have unique long stretches of perfect
sequence identity due to recent genetic exchange. Arevalo et al. (2019) use this as a starting point
for defining ecologically-relevant populations within a community and to identify the genes that
appear to be driving divergence between populations.
Despite the explosion of data on genomes

and microbial communities, it remains un-

clear what fundamental ‘‘unit’’ of sequence

similarity represents a population of organ-

isms.Conceptually,populationsare co-ex-

isting members of a species that are

reproductively isolated from other popula-

tions.But do they really exist? In this sense,

are populations natural, discrete, objective

entities analogous to elements on the peri-

odic table? Or is diversity like colors, sub-

jectively defined as an arbitrary slice of a

continuous range of wavelengths? In this

issue of Cell, Arevalo et al. (2019) present

an approach for assessing recent gene

flow that enables the delineation of ecolog-

ically relevant populations and the identifi-

cation of genes that have been under

recent positive selection.

Their approach is remarkably elegant:

members of two separate populations

should be, on the whole, significantly

more reproductively isolated from each

other than would members of the same

population. As such, members of each

population should accumulate distinctmu-

tations from the time that they become

separated (Figure 1). Their PopCOGenT

program examines the length distribution

of perfectly identical stretches of sequence

shared between pairs of genomes. The

random accumulation of mutations will

quickly erode these stretches, creating a

null length distribution that can be com-

pared to the experimental data assuming

genetic isolation. Continued frequent ex-

change of DNA within a population—via

eitherhomologous recombinationofalleles

or sharing of novel genes—will cause an

excess of long shared sequences

compared to this null expectation. Simula-
tions indicated that this length distribution

signal degrades much faster than metrics

used by existing methods that compare

closely related genomes and is thus sensi-

tive to only themost recent transfer events.

Furthermore, it is insensitive to a small

number of continued introgressions from

more distantly related donors. Taking

advantage of model systems known to

either essentially lack genetic exchange,

or to be quite recombinogenic, they reveal

that the former group has a length bias

consistent with the null model, whereas

the latter displays a heavy shoulder of

long stretches of identity. Furthermore,

this method clearly re-identifies popula-

tions that had been previously uncovered

through analysis of unique traits and/or

ecological associations (Cadillo-Quiroz

et al., 2012; Didelot et al., 2011; Shapiro

et al., 2012).

A remarkable advantage of this method

is that it both identifies populations and

provides hypotheses for exactly which

sets of genes are responsible for success

in distinct selective environments: a

‘‘reverse’’ approach to ecology. If all trans-

fers were neutral in their fitness effects,

then only genetic drift would cause any of

these to rise in frequency in the population.

Drift, however, is slow, acting on the time-

scale of N generations (where N is the

effective population size), allowing new

mutations to erode the stretch of identical

sequence before it becomes frequent. In

contrast, a selectively advantageous ex-

change can rise in frequency fast enough

to avoid this effect. This concept is analo-

gous to the extended haplotype homozy-

gosity method that has been developed

for sexual organisms, such as humans
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(Sabeti et al., 2002). Applying this

approach toRuminococcus gnavus—cho-

sen because different clades had been

suggested to be differentially associated

with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)—

Arevalo et al. (2019) identify 21 regions

that have experienced population-specific

selective sweeps. Accordingly, they pan

back out to metagenomic data and see

that these identifying regions are differen-

tially associated with healthy and IBD indi-

viduals. The suggestion that ecological

diversification is driven by the first regions

to be uniquely shared within a population

and are differentiated between popula-

tions is consistent with earlier work that

used association with different nutrient re-

sources as a gross proxy for ecology (Sha-

piro et al., 2012). Furthermore, this is

largely consistent with work that uncov-

ered a spatial-structure to sequence varia-

tion along the genomes of Escherichia coli

and Salmonella enterica, which diverged

over 100 million years ago (Retchless and

Lawrence, 2007). This analysis suggested

that achieving complete genetic isolation

takes a very long time and occurred earlier

for some genome regions than others. The

first regions suggested to diverge were a

small number of niche-defining gene clus-

ters that were either acquired horizontally,

or experienced rapiddiversifyingselection.

The degree of relatedness within popu-

lations described here is much narrower

than other approaches. This is important

because researchers make ecological

inferences based upon sequence similar-

ities at the level of the groups they define.

Some people in the field might have

already considered the recent shift to

infer ‘‘exact sequence variants’’ (ESVs)
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Figure 1. The Evolution of Ecologically Distinct Populations
Upon acquisition of niche-defining alleles/genes (or mutations to existing genes), the blue and orange
populations begin to become genetically distinct. This leads to lower rates of genetic exchange (arrows)
between populations than within them, ultimately leading to further ecological differentiation into pop-
ulations that are genetically cohesive despite low rates of transfer across this boundary or from outside
species.
at given, conserved loci such as 16S rRNA

as the fundamental units in a community

(Callahan et al., 2016) to be too narrow.

This 100% identity requirement is quite

strict compared to traditional use of simi-

larity thresholds like 97% 16S rRNA iden-

tity to define operational taxonomic units

(OTUs), that were assumed to approxi-

mate species. Remarkably, rather than

suggesting that multiple ESVs should be

lumped together, this new approach sug-

gests that most ESVs appear to be

comprised of multiple populations. And

at least for the populations examined,

there does appear to be reasonable

demarcation into discrete populations

that have far greater genetic exchange

within than between populations.

Shouldwe be surprised that strainswith

such close sequence identity appear to

behave with distinct ecologies, enough

so to limit gene flow? Based upon experi-

ence from laboratory-based experimental

evolution of populations in the laboratory,

it has been repeatedly demonstrated that

one (Herron and Doebeli, 2013) or a few

mutations (Plucain et al., 2014) can lead

to adaptive diversification. Once split

into two ecological niches, individual pop-

ulations in the same flask were then

spared from selective sweeps occurring
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in the alternative population (Herron and

Doebeli, 2013; Good et al., 2017).

Arevalo et al. (2019) have uncovered

populations that are distinct, but are these

groups equivalent to the semantically

charged word: species? Overall, the au-

thors remain wisely tentative on making

this assertion. In terms of the sensitivity

of the method, they estimate that it could

detect statistically significant distinct

populations if the within-population rate

of exchange was about 5-fold higher

than the between-population rate, which

is consistent with the notion of a biological

species definition. They note, however,

that it is unclear at this point how

genetically distinct strains with geograph-

ical isolation (i.e., allopatric) would be

compared to the co-occurring (sympatric)

strains that have been analyzed thus far. It

is comforting that previously described

ecologically distinct sets of strains were

deemed distinct populations based upon

length bias, suggesting we are unlikely

to see false negatives. This does not

necessarily rule against false positives,

where populations are deemed to be

genetically separate but not ecologically

distinct, perhaps due to unique histories

of migration from allopatric populations

or are in the very earliest stages of speci-
ation. It will be fascinating to see this

concept applied much more broadly to

further reveal the extent to which patterns

of microbial genetic diversity are discrete

or fuzzy.
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